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It Is Time to Channel Your Inner Carrie Bradshaw, Ladies
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“W hen I first moved to New York, I’d buy Vogue instead of dinner… I felt it fed me more.” -Carrie Bradshaw

To intern or not to intern?

I know, I know… Aren’t we all guilty of gushing at the TV when Carrie Bradshaw landed that perfect internship at a famous
magazine on The Carrie Diaries. Imagine how glamorous it would be to attend red carpets, interview people, and become an
editorial writer. Well, it is time to channel your inner Carrie Bradshaw ladies! Finding an internship is not easy, but it is
definitely crucial—especially if your career requires a lot of experience.

But, who said you couldn’t get one? It takes drive, ambition, and confidence to get your perfect internship. If there was one
piece of advice I could give you, be relentless in your search and don’t be afraid to apply for every opportunity.

“You create the world, blink by blink. It is entirely yours to discover and yours to create.” -Sophia Amoruso

Here are some tips to help channel your inner lioness to score that internship: 
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1—First thing’s first (even if you have heard this 8393 times), you need to have a clean cut resume! For careers in fashion
and journalism—experience is key—rack that thing up with everything you have done and impress the big shots.

2—Email, email, and email! People do not get internships by sitting and waiting for the opportunity to come knocking on
their doors. Look up every possible internship you can get and apply for them. Email the companies with your resume and
cover letter right off the bat. Show them that you are a determined cookie and will do whatever it takes to get the job.

3—Bring your a-game to every interview. Be confident in yourself and always dress the part. As much as we love them,
graphic T-shirts and shorts have got to go girlies. And, just like Bradshaw did, don’t be afraid to mix it up and add a bit of
personality into your outfits. Pro tip: find a blazer, coordinate it with a solid top or loose tank, and add slacks and flats. Make
it yours by throwing on a statement necklace or some fancy specs and bam—your perfect interview outfit.

4—Be yourself… I cannot stress this enough.

5—Be punctual, organized, and ambitious.

6—Talk, talk, and talk. Networking is so important and if you don’t ever open your mouth, how are you ever going to make
connections that could work in your favor in the future?

7—Relax, you got this! Trying to work towards building your career and future is very tough, but always remember you are a
#Girlboss and can overtake any obstacle in your way.

Until next time, rockstars. Always remember—good things comes to those who hustle. What is your dream internship? Let me

know in the comments below!
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